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 How To Read a VA Loan Rate Sheet from UWM 
 To understand it... see the bottom example and next page for a deeper explanation. 

 This is a VA Loan with 100% Financing &  VA Funding  Fee  rolled into the Loan Amount 

http://housingnewsletters.com/apexmortgagebrokers


 You can choose your Rate and monthly payment! 
 Choosing the right rate depends on your situation as well as federal mortgage conditions. The great news is, you can 
 pick a rate that meets your life situation & closing cash needs. Let’s take a closer look at 3 possible strategies. 

 Choice A:  Higher Closing Costs with Lower Payments  Later 
 5.625% Buying the rate down for $10,533.89 to get a $2,296.06 P & I payment for the entire life of the loan. 
 The Lender's version of "Pay Me Now". 

 Section A of the LE (Loan Estimate) and CD (Closing Disclosure) will show this amount as “Discount Points” 
 If rates are going up and you are close to retirement, this might be a good choice as you may not qualify for a 
 refinance later should your income drop. We recommend reviewing the number of years you would need to keep the 
 home to  “Break Even  ” on that cost. You also might  consider this if you plan to keep it as a rental for income later. 

 Choice B:  Not “Buying the Rate Down” or “Getting a  Lender Credit” 
 6.542% With No “Lender Credit” or “Rate Buy Down”. This is called the PAR Rate 
 The Lender's “PAR Rate" with no “Lender Credit” and not paying for lower rate a.k.a. “Rate Buy Down”. 

 Choice C:  Lower Closing Costs with Higher Payments  Later 
 7.500% Getting a “Lender Credit” of $7,442.73 from UWM to cover most or all of the closing costs. 
 The Lender's version of "Pay Me Later". 

 Section J of the LE (Loan Estimate) and CD (Closing Disclosure) will show this amount as “Lender Credits” 
 Just like a seller’s credit, a lender’s credit can be applied to everything except the home’s down payment. 
 Example: Home insurance premiums, title escrow and settlement fees, lenders title insurance, PUD endorsements, 
 transfer taxes from the state, county and city. If you don’t have much saved, this might be a good way to go. 

 On a side note...At Apex Mortgage Brokers, we hate it when companies advertise "No Cost Loans" because it just isn’t 
 truthful. There are always costs in financing. There are title charges, appraisal fees, credit report invoices, etc. A “No 
 Cost Loan” just means those charges are covered from having a higher interest rate to get a “lender credit” or in the 
 case of refinancing a loan, increasing the loan size siphoning off the home's equity or adding more years to the loan 
 term to cover closing costs on a refinance. 
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